
Winter School and Workshop on Star Formation

We are pleased to announce a winter school and workshop
on star formation, held at National Astronomical 
Observatory, Mitaka, Tokyo, from Feb. 21(Mon) to 25(Fri)
of 2011.  Lectures by 4 distinguished lecturers continue
from Feb. 21(Mon) to 23(Wed) and the last two days 
(Feb. 24, 25) are for a workshop.  Lectures and workshop
will be given in English.

Schedule

Lectures: Feb.21(Mon)-23(Wed), 2011

 Basu, Shantanu (U. Western Ontario, Canada):
  Small-scale star formation (core to star), Magnetic Field

 Klessen, Ralf (U. Heidelberg, Germany):
  Cloud-scale star formation (cloud to core), Turbulence, IMF

 Klein, Richard (UC Berkeley, US):
  Massive star formation, Radiation hydrodynamics

 Tamura, Motohide (NAOJ):
  Observational progress in star formation study,
  Magnetic field, Disks, Planet formation

Workshop:  Feb.24(Thu)-25(Fri), 2011

Place: The lecture room of NAOJ, Mitaka, Tokyo

Persons who want to participate the school and the workshop
are encouraged to send the following form by Dec. 19 (JST)
by e-mail to ws2011@th.nao.ac.jp.  Travel support for 
participants is so restricted.  Please prepare for 
the cost from your or your supervisor's travel grant.     

LOC: Kohji Tomisaka, Fumitaka Nakamura, Takahiro Kudoh,
     Masahiro N. Machida, and Kengo Tomida (NAOJ)

Application Form-------------------------------------
Name:First Name[          ], Last Name[            ]
Institute:[                                        ]
Institute's Address:[                              ]
E-mail address:[                                   ]
Fax:[                                              ]
Position:[Graduate Student, PostDoc, Professor, ...]
Attendant:[Lecture, Workshop, Both] (select one)
Your Research Field:[                              ]
Do You Present Paper in Workshop? [Yes, No] (select one)



If yes, 
 Subject:[                                         ]
 Abstract:[

                                                   ]
Need Stay in Visitor's Lodge in the Observatory? [Yes, No]
If yes,
 Check-in Date:[                                   ]
 Check-out Date:[                                  ]

If you or your supervisor are not able to find travel 
money to attend this school, ask us the possibility of
travel support, although the total amount of the support 
money is so restricted. 
For this, please give us necessary information such as 
departure airport, approximate price of the air ticket 
and send a reference letter from your supervisor.
Send the reference letter by fax (81-422-34-3746) or
send a scanned file with e-mail.  This should be completed
by the same dead-line Dec. 19 (JST)

Application Form-------------------------------------


